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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DRUG TREATMENT COURTS MISSION STATEMENT
THE MISSION
The International Association of Drug
Treatment Courts (IADTC) is a not for profit
organization, that serves as an international
broker of Drug Treatment Court (DTC) technical assistance,
expertise and training through these activities:
a. Acting as the international clearinghouse for DTC
information;

programs; utilises a newsletter, international DTC
discussion forums and other forms of communication
to provide opportunities for the discussion and
dissemination of DTC best practices and technical
assistance among the international community;
b. As required, the establishment of strategic partnerships
with national and international organisations to help
countries design and implement DTC projects.

b. U
 pdating DTCs across the world on developments at the
United Nations Office of Drug Control Policy;

PARTNERSHIPS

c. Consulting with jurisdictions worldwide interested
in establishing DTCs, including providing startup
information and training;

As requested by interested countries, IADTC establishes
strategic partnerships with national and international
organisations to assist member and non-member IADTC
countries to implement DTC projects.

d. A
 ssisting interested countries to integrate the latest
developments in DTC operations into member
programs;
e. Facilitating discussion among international DTCs to
maximize the use of the latest research and practices.
IADTC TOOLS
To achieve these objectives the IADTC utilises these tools:
a. an international listserv to help countries integrate
the latest developments in DTC practices into their

In recognition of variations in the requirements, objectives
and uniqueness of the international community, the IADTC
also forms strategic partnerships with other national and
international organisations such as CICAD - Organization
of American States, National Association of Drug Court
Professionals (NADCP), the United Nations, Canadian
Association of Drug Treatment Court Professionals
(CADTCP), etc. to help interested countries design, develop
and implement DTC projects.

MEMBERSHIP
Membership in the International Association of Drug Treatment Courts
(IADTC) is open to all persons and organizations interested in the
development of Drug Treatment Courts and Problem Solving Courts
throughout the world, who subscribe to the recognized principles of
Drug Treatment Courts and other Problem Solving Courts.
Membership in the IADTC is free. IADTC members receive the annual
IADTC international Drug Treatment Court newsletter as well as technical
assistance from Drug Treatment Court experts from across the globe.
If you will like to join the IADTC please contact IADTC at
iadtc@outlook.com. The information you send should include:
•
•
•
•
•

your name
name of your organization
address
e-mail address
occupation

This is the story of Marc, 25 years old and an ex-addict. Only
a month ago he became father of a son and he has a 4 year
old daughter out of a former relationship. He is very happy
in his new relation and this since the last two years. At this
moment he is full-time working and paying taxes again.
My drug court experience starts on the moment that I, being
very drunk, ripped off in a violent way the shopping bags of
an old man walking on the street. No reason for that, just a
consequence of all morning drinking in a bar with my father.
I feel a lot of shame for this, this is not who I am…The police
arrested me and I went to prison. There I searched for help
with the social workers (central orientation point) for drug
treatment. They gave me the advice to go to a crisis centre,
because drinking was not my only problem. I also used
heroine, cocaine and medication.
On the 4th of September 2008 I first appeared before the
Drug Treatment Court in Ghent. I took this opportunity to
ask to be set free and to do something about my addiction
problem. Not that much for myself but especially for my
mother, little daughter and the court. So that’s how I went to
the crisis center of “the Sleutel”. This treatment would not last
long. After 5 days I disappeared, I wanted to use some drugs,
the craving was too strong and so I left…
But after a few days I wanted to go back because I was not
doing well and I had to go to the court again. The judge was
clear, either I took the chance to let me help or otherwise it
was a one way ticket to jail. I stayed with my brother until
the moment I could go back to the crisis centre. This time
I stayed their for 2 months and got the advice to go to a
therapeutic community. A program for 18 months!? No way!
I took my bags, again...

WORLD DTC NEWS
The International Association of Drug
Treatment Courts (IADTC) regularly circulates
Drug Treatment Court news from around the
globe to its members around the world. Every
city, village, town or country has something
special and useful to share. Do you have some
DTC news you will like IADTC to know about?
Is there some news that you will like circulated
to IADTC members around the world?

Contact IADTC at iadtc@outlook.com

This time I stayed with my mother and tried to stay clean
with the help of antabuse, (medication that helped me not to
drink). In the meantime I had to go 2 times in a month to the
court. The judge reminded me to stick with the plan of going
to a therapeutic community and gave me the many chances
I needed. Two weeks later I went to the crisis center to gather
my third chance. After a month they changed my advice to
a therapeutic community for double diagnosis. I went there
for a day to experience how it works, but I still was not very
motivated because of the length of the program. Until that
day the day my father died because of drinking. For me that
was my ultimate wake up call. He gave his life to let me make
something of mine…
So on the 5th of march 2009 I started within the therapeutic
community for double diagnosis, being happy for the many
chances I got from the drug court. Otherwise I would have
gone back to jail and started all over again when I ended my
sentence. The program of 18th months passed by very quickly
and I was able to organize a lot of things such as: a juridical
organization to visit my daughter, a plan to pay my debts,
some administration stuff and also very important some
good behavior and attitudes to reintegrate within society.
The sentence/reward I got from court: one year jail but with
a delay for 5 years and the order to continue my program
within the measure of probation.
My drug court story ends in October 2009. More than one
year later, but I am very thankful for the opportunity to
make something of my live. I am happy now and very proud
on who I am. It was not an easy life a had but when you find
the correct motivation in combination with some external
pressure and support, you can start all over again. That’s an
experience I would like to share with others…

From participant to therapist
A successful case from Chilean
Drug Treatment Courts
In this short article we describe the rehabilitation process
of a Drug Court participant who successfully graduated
in January 2010. This case highlights how the Drug
Courts in Chile have been consolidated by developing
their own therapeutic strategies to promote changes in
the participants. Furthermore, it shows how an active
collaboration between the court and the treatment provider
is a key component for success.
Jaime, a 44 years old man, arrived at the first interview with
obvious physical deterioration, related to a long history of
drug and alcohol abuse. His addiction had affected all areas
of his life, especially his family.

evaluated with the court and
treatment team. The Drug Court
helped and supported Jaime
throughout the treatment. At
the beginning, the program
diverted him quickly to drug
treatment rehabilitation and motivated him to keep trying
and complying, reinforcing his achievements. Moreover, the
court always included the suggestions from the treatment
provider and included them in the Drug Court hearings as
strategies that contributed to the therapeutic process.
Jaime successfully graduated from the Drug Court program
when he was in the final phase of the treatment. The end the
legal procedure strengthened his adherence and continuity
with rehabilitation until the end of the therapeutic process.

Jaime had a severe addiction to cocaine, crack and alcohol.
He used drugs at least 4 times per week. He was divorced, had
lost contact with his daughters and had been unemployed
for several years. Regarding his criminal records, he had
several convictions for domestic violence, whose victim was
his mother, with whom he was living at that time.

It can be argued that several factors contributed to Jaime’s
success. Firstly, the court`s flexibility to adapt its requirements
to Jaime’s changing process, the communication with the
treatment center and the strengthening of therapeutic issues
during the hearings. Secondly, a key element was that the
court was very careful setting goals that were consistent
with Jaime’s capabilities and interests, and providing an
atmosphere of trust and support.

After the interview we decided that Jaime was an adequate
candidate for the program, especially because his addiction
was strongly related to his crimes. In the first Drug Court
hearing, Jaime made a commitment with the court to make
efforts in the therapeutic process and achieve changes in his
lifestyle. At that moment he had been attending in-patient
treatment for three weeks, a difficult process for him in terms
of compliance with the standards and requirements of living
in a treatment center.

After graduation, Jaime re-integrated into society; he
began to work as a mechanic. Moreover, he realized that
he was interested in continuing being linked to the world
of rehabilitation by giving his life experience to help other
people with drug problems. With support from the treatment
center, in 2011 he joined university and started studying
to be a technician in drug rehabilitation. Today he works at
the same treatment center from which he graduated and he
helps all the new participants that go into the program.

Over time, both the court and the treatment provider’s team
noticed his real motivation for rehabilitation. Nevertheless,
he faced hard difficulties during treatment, especially
because of his lack of impulse control, and problems facing
and solving conflicts in a different and healthier way.

Two months ago the drug court team - judge, prosecutor,
defense attorney, social worker and coordinator -, with
the intention of knowing the current status of graduates,
organized an informal lunch with Jaime. There he said “I
thank you all, because without the court’s help I would never
have rehabilitated, I could even be dead. Today I am happy, I
am a renewed person”.

The follow-up hearings focused primarily on strengthening
Jaime’s achievements, such as his abstinence, commitment,
responsibility, improvements in family relations and parental
role, among others. Each month, he set goals that were

Authors: Pilar Iribarra and Stefanie Travisani, Drug Court,
Fiscalía Centro-Norte, Chile.

OSLER HOSKIN HARCOURT LLP
The International Association of Drug Treatment Courts (IADTC) is now incorporated as a non-profit corporation.
This will enable the IADTC to enhance its many strategic partnerships in its efforts to help provide interested
jurisdictions, around the world, with Drug Treatment Court technical assistance.
The IADTC recognises the law firm of OSLER HOSKIN HARCOURT LLP, and in particular Marlene Goldberg, Ivan
Pankoff, Caitlin Gossage and Graham Reynolds, for providing IADTC with pro bono legal services, as IADTC strives
to spread the good news about Drug Treatment Courts around the world and hopefully help save more lives.
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formally committed to launch or expand Drug Treatment
Court pilot projects. Two workshops and peer-review activities
were held in January and December 2012, inviting experts
from the US, Australia, Barbados, Canada, Chile, Costa Rica,
the Dominican Republic, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago.

• Formal Commitment:
• Memoranda of understanding signed and formal
commitment achieved by the governments of
Barbados, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, and Trinidad
and Tobago.
• T rinidad and Tobago adopted a policy paper on the DTC
program.

o

• Barbados approved the DTC Project at the Cabinet level.
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• CICAD 52. The Chief Justice of Trinidad and Tobago, the
Public Defender from Costa Rica, and a judge from Barbados
presented the goals
achieved
by
their
respective
countries
to OAS member states
present at CICAD 52 in
San Jose, Costa Rica.
Peru joins the OAS
DTC Program for the
Americas.
The OAS Drug Treatment Court Program for the Americas
is been carried out through the financial support of the
governments of Canada, the United States, and Trinidad and
Tobago and the leadership of each of the participating OAS
Member States. This effort would have not been possible
without the commitment of the national drug commission
of each participating country, and the judiciary and health
sectors from all participating countries.

Jack’s Story
We all have stories of success, but some are more remarkable than
others. Jack, the graduate who made the speech below, is a man
with a significant social phobia, who initially found it very difficult to
come into the court room, let alone speak with the judge.

was impossible and put me in a situation that meant snap out of
it, or grow up and I’ll lose my whole family again by going back to
gaol.
So to sum things up I really want each and all of the Drug Court
team to understand how special you all are to me and my family.

By the time he graduated, you can tell by his lengthy and thoughtful
speech, that he had taken great strides in overcoming that
debilitating condition.

……I would like if each of the pleasant people mentioned could
accept the appreciation and gratitude that I will feel for the rest of
my life, and my family’s lives.

Before Drug Court, Jack had been convicted on dozens of occasions
for 83 different crimes. There had been 205 interactions with Police.

All of you lovely people probably cannot understand that only
two years ago I was mentally dead, and everyone here made the
backbone that woke me up and made me, and showed me more to
life plus family, so thank you, thank you, thank you.

Importantly, the Drug Court effect has been long-term. He started
our Drug Court program in 2003, and graduated in 2005. He has
remained away from crime, trouble and prison ever since.
This is the court transcript:
DRUG COURT OF NEW SOUTH WALES
SENIOR JUDGE DIVE
(EXTRACTS) FINAL SENTENCE
PARTICIPANT:……I would like to express my gratitude and honour
to each and every one of my peers that guided me through to where
I am now. There are many respected and trustworthy persons in my
personal programme that I could not forget, nor ever want to, as
without them I definitely would have been looking through bars or,
at least, still on drugs, not even caring or thinking or anybody else.
Well if it is okay with everyone in this courtroom if I can please
explain exactly how everybody changed my life and got me to wake
up from a self-pitiful sleep that costly hurt everyone in my path.
….I was 13 and someone close and immediate to me showed me a
joint telling me that it was a cigarette, and of course, being young
and thinking I was tough, considered myself a cigarette smoker and
jumped at the chance to try this special rollie.
The only thing was my father was a typical Army bloke with a no
tolerance to drugs, and, of course, I could not explain exactly what
happened, so on the streets I go and stayed until the Drug Court
became my whole life.
The only time before Drug Court I ever lived in a house was when I
got parole, but like most addicts I could not resist the temptation of
the drugs and streets. The only other time my family knew exactly
where I was, plus knew if I was safe and alive, was when I was in
prison.
….I was in prison and awoken to go to court, and this is when my
whole life changed for the best. I was taken to Parramatta Court
where two detectives charged me with old DNA charges. Believe me
I still regard this as one of my biggest miracles.
I was now here at Parramatta so I asked for Drug Court. In my
head all I wanted to do was to get out any way possible to see
my son born, and I would have used any excuse to get out. Well
I got on Drug Court but did not take it very serious, and honestly
thought I could beat the system, but to my huge amazement this

……My quick summary of the past to the present. I am, I guess, a
typical life of a drug addict.
Thirteen, on the streets, never lived in refuges or homes, then crime,
crime and more crime, and this was without drugs.
Never spoke to parents until Christmas time, all I wanted was them,
but grew to be rebellious.
Sixteen, girlfriend who had two abortions in three years, this drove
me over the edge, I did not care about living for years, and started
smoking pot with her at eighteen years old, broke up.
When I was twenty full of self-pity and anger, turned to heroin after
parents refused to help my depression.
Twenty to twenty-six, crime, drugs, gaol, no family, living under
Harbour Bridge, wood chips for four years, two to three years
everywhere else….
Twelve months before Drug Court I awoke to three deaths, all
within weeks of each other which saddened me again. It’s not all
negative. I have achieved little in a life up to this - I have achieved
a little in life up to this such as still getting my Year 10 Certificate on
the streets, also I did three and a half years of a chef apprenticeship
which I couldn’t finish due to hygiene and drugs.
Finally my favourite part of my whole life began on 5/11/03. I
began Drug Court, which I believe was meant to be, and then the
most wonderful thing happened - my son was born.
My parents are also special, and I am proud that we are what we
should have been years ago, but my love for them will never fade
again.
So Drug Court has given me my Mum, my Dad, my brother, my
sister, a son, a daughter, a fiancee, many assets, hobbies, some
day soon a recognized business, true friends, almost beating a
concerning phobia, a car, a permanent roof over my head, bills,
my licence back within months, drug-free life, savings, and lastly
the courage to wake up and face the world without hiding behind
heroin.
Thank you everyone and please forgive me if I forgot you as it was
not intentional. Thank you, thank you, thank you everyone.

Drug Court graduates show pride
By: Carol Winker | carol@cfp.ky
04 April, 2012
Men and women once considered social rejects in the
Caymanian society have worked hard through the Drug
Rehabilitation Court to shed that negative connotation.
So far 64 people have graduated from the rehab programme;
nine of them recently. The Drug Rehabilitation Court began
in October 2007.
In March 2011, James Michael Ebanks was the first graduate
who asked to be publicly identified. He said people knew him
as a drug addict; he wanted other addicts to say, “But that’s
James Michael. If he could give it up, I can give it up.” One
year later he remains clean, sober and productive.
Some of the graduates at the 27 March graduation shared
personal thoughts with an audience including drug court
participants in earlier phases of the programme, family,
friends, employers and the team of counsellors, probation
officers, Crown counsel and their duty counsel, John Furniss.
Stunning
The first graduate who spoke stunned listeners from his
opening sentence. “I started using drugs when I was nine –
I’m 54 now.”
He continued, “It took the Drug Rehabilitation Court for me
to realise there is a better life. When a negative comes along,
I can ride it out with a positive ... I want to have that positive
manner each day of my life.”
He thanked the treatment team, especially Magistrate Valdis
Foldats, who kept telling him what good work he was doing.
“That’s what built me up,” he said. But as much as the court
team helped, it couldn’t do anything until he looked within
himself. “We have to stop and realise what we do to ourselves.
We have to respect ourselves,” he urged.
His closing was as powerful as his opening: ”I can’t read or
write, but I have common sense and that’s what makes me
realise this is the better life.”
Another graduate’s remarks were brief, but equally poignant.
As a mother and as an adult, she wanted to take all the tools
she had learned and use them with youth in the community.
One young man said the beginning of drug court was a road
full of potholes, but the treatment team had helped make it
smoother.
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counsel and their duty counsel, John Furniss.

Mr. Foldats read previous comments from
this graduate’s
	
  
folder,
explaining
that
he
wrote
everything
down
“because
The first graduate who spoke stunned listeners from his opening sentence. “I started using drugs when I was nine – I’m 54 now.”
He continued, “It took the Drug Rehabilitation Court for me to realise there is a better life. When a negative comes along, I can ride it out with a positive
we’re not sure what is going to motivate you.” This man had
... I want to have that positive manner each day of my life.”
said that his time in drug court was the longest he had been
sober since he was 12 years old. “I enjoy being a husband and
a father and having the life I always wanted.”
Stunning

Another young man indicated that his problems started
when he was grieving the loss of a loved one. Just having
to show up at court on a regular basis helped him, as did
one-on-one meetings with a counsellor. “Stay with it. Work
through the programme, it helps,” he assured participants in
early phases.
An honour
Attorney Shaun McCann told the graduates their ceremony
was his first visit to the drug court and he was honoured to
be there. He noted that when they first entered the court
they were known as social rejects. But they apologised to the
community through their guilty pleas and worked through
the programme. “Today you come and say, ‘Count me in as a
productive member of society’.”
Mr. McCann said he saw a strong element of self-respect
among the graduates. “You have proved your own self-worth
... Don’t let anyone take that away from you. Your heads are
held high and you are genuine role models.”
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE...

During the presentation of certificates, trophies and gifts, Mr.
Foldats paid tribute to one graduate’s employer who was in
the audience. “What you’ve done is absolutely tremendous.
He describes it as his dream job,” the magistrate said.
Another graduate was lauded for his perseverance. “You
stuck with us and made it through,” Mr. Foldats told him. The
young man did not make a speech, but a good portion of the
audience attested to his achievement, standing to applaud
and chant his name.
Guest speaker was Richard Powery, a 2010 graduate who has
also addressed service clubs on the work of the drug court.
Mr. Powery, who now owns his own business, warned the
graduates that it would take time to get back people’s trust,
but it would come. He urged them to stay in contact with
their personal sponsors as well as the court treatment team.
“Each of you has within you what it takes to rise above
whatever happens. It’s about taking it one day at a time,” he
said. “Sometimes some of us take it five minutes at a time.”

The GIS video, shown during the ceremony last week,
began and ended with quotes from former Chief Magistrate
Margaret Ramsay-Hale, who started holding a virtual
drug court that preceded the court brought into being by
legislation in 2006.
“The drug court has as its primary aim the restoration of
the individual to himself, his family and his community as
a valued, valuable contributing member of the community
by reducing his addiction,” she said. “Where an offender’s
behaviour is related to drug addiction, then if we stop
the addiction, we stop the offending. It’s a very simple
equation.”
She later emphasised that the programme is not a soft
option, but a valuable tool in the criminal justice system.
She observed that prison does not add value to offenders:
“They go in and they come out the same man, unchanged,
just a little older. Drug court makes phenomenal and
lasting change.”
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For any inquiries or questions, contact Justice Kofi Barnes at iadtc@outlook.com

